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Hey, My Twins Babies 

CHAPTER 651 EXPLORES THE PRIVACY OF BEST FRIENDS 

 

Winnie pressed Emily under her body and began to warn Emily with a smirk. "Stop hindering Daenerys 

from speaking. Otherwise, I will force you to confess. Do you want Daenerys to say it or do you want to 

explain it yourself?" She felt that things were extraordinary, and the desire to know the truth was more 

urgent and uncontrollable. "Are you a rogue? This is my privacy. You even try to pry into my privacy in 

such an outrageous way." Emily resisted, feeling that what Daenerys was about to say was shameful 

enough to make her blush. "Winnie, let go of her. Since she said we were spying on her. Let's stamp on 

this topic of conversation." "I'll take you to Leo, Leo will definitely tell us the truth." Daenerys' approach 

seemed more scary. It was a real threat. Daenerys stood up and pulled Winnie up when she said. At this 

moment, Emily dared not resist. "Well, please go on. Say whatever you want, and ask me whatever you 

want." Emily looked at Winnie and then at Daenerys. At this moment, she was speechless, but she 

wanted to slap these two curious women. "You are as stubborn as a mule." After speaking, Daenerys 

laughed. Winnie also couldn't help laughing. "You are mules." Emily retorted and lay directly on the sofa. 

She covered her head with a pillow, so that she couldn't hear what they said, and she could hide her 

blushing face. So, Daenerys told Winnie about Emily sleeping with Leo. When Winnie heard it, she 

laughed more uncontrollably and wantonly. She reached out and grabbed the back of Emily's head, and 

then hit Emily with the pillow. "Why don't you forgive Leo after you slept with him? Do you want to have 

a shotgun marriage?" Winnie was really happy. She knew that Leo and Emily were not irresponsible 

people. Now that they were sleeping together, they would be responsible to each other. What could be 

assured now was that Emily and Leo would not be separated anymore, but their attachment to each 

other was not enough. "Do I have to be with him forever after having sex with him?" Emily said 

unconvincingly. She had no idea of shotgun marriage. Winnie's words reminded her that she hadn't 

taken contraceptive measures. Was she really pregnant? "If I remember correctly, your thoughts and 

behaviors have stayed in ancient times. You are the most conservative person. How can you be more 

open than others in sex?" Daenerys blew all Emily's cover, making she forget about contraception. "I 

won't talk to you anymore, you are boring." In order to avoid the ridicule of them, Emily got up and 

walked to Jelly and hugged him. "You have a bad mother and a bad godmother. Stay with me in the 

future, lest you will be corrupted by them." Emily murmured to the child, but if the child didn't 

understand, it meant for the adult to listen. "Okay, we won't tease you. Emily, it's just a matter of 

discussion. Give Leo a chance. You love him. Otherwise, you wouldn't take care of him when he was sick 

and you wouldn't sleep with him even if he forced you. Your own perception of this is much clearer than 

we can see." Winnie calmed down and stop laughing, taking this opportunity to persuade Emily. She 

now had special sentiment, feeling that life was short and everyone should cherish the present. Love 

was even more precious. When people met someone they loved, they should live up to the time and 

cherish the love. Emily and Leo were in love with each other, but they couldn't feel that happiness 

because of the things before, which made Winnie anxious. "Yeah, just give Leo a chance. You even make 

Winnie feel uncomfortable. Winnie will feel guilty if you don't be together for one day. Emily, give Leo a 

chance and relieve Winnie as well." Daenerys also persuaded Emily. She wanted to see the happy 

picture of Leo and Emily instead of the current bitterness and longing for each other. Both Winnie and 



Daenerys were serious, and Emily couldn't shirk. She put Jelly back in the walker, and then came to 

them. "I know it. I gave him more than two months..." Emily quietly told them about her appointment 

with Leo for training. "Two and a half months are enough for you to torture him..." "Forget it, don't say 

it. Let's see if Leo can endure for these two months." Daenerys wanted to say that Emily might be 

pregnant in two and a half months. However, she bit back the words she would like to have said. If Emily 

was alerted, she wouldn't get pregnant accidentally. Then Leo would miss a guarantee. Daenerys 

thought, "Don't say it. I can't say it. For Leo's happiness, I must keep my mouth shut." Coincidentally, 

Winnie and Daenerys had the same thought. She didn't discuss pregnancy with Emily either. "That's fine, 

so that you have time to think about it. You pursue perfection in everything. Thus, your husband must 

be the right one." After Winnie finished speaking, she glanced at Daenerys, and they understood each 

other's meaning with a smile. Today was Winnie's first day off. Brian took the staff elevator up and down 

to see if Winnie would suddenly appear in her office. However, he came down many times in one day, 

but the result was not satisfactory. He felt upset and didn't know what to do. Brian even couldn't stand a 

day without seeing Winnie. If Winnie left forever, if he couldn't see her in this life, Brian could not live. 

But after all, he had done something unforgivable, and it was impossible for him not to let Winnie go. 

There was a party in the evening, and Brian told the family in advance that he would not go home to 

have dinner. Rufus called Winnie after receiving the news. So in the evening, Winnie and Vanessa 

appeared together on the outskirts of the city. After Winnie hugged the children, she sat next to Rufus 

and chatted with Rufus. "Rufus, are they both obedient?" "Yes, they are obedient." Rufus answered with 

satisfaction. The two children were as well-behaved and sensible as before, but they were a little quieter 

than before. "That's good. I'm afraid they are too naughty. Do they have the ability to learn 

independently?" Winnie continued to ask. "You don't have to worry about their study. Luke is a kid who 

loves to learn. Although Megan is lazy, Luke has been urging her to complete her homework on her 

own." Rufus wanted to laugh when he thought Megan was lazy. Luke supervised Megan like a parent, 

making Rufus happy. What the Bennet family lacked now was the little happiness in life. "Winnie, you 

don't have to worry about everything about your children. I am worried about you and Vanessa."Rufus 

turned the subject away and began the task Brian had given him."I heard Brian say that Richard 

appeared. Richard's appearance is not only harmful to the Bennet family, he will also harm you and 

Vanessa.""I mean, during this time, you and Vanessa can live with us these days. We have bodyguards. 

Richard can't get in. It's a guarantee for your safety. When we find Richard, you and Vanessa can move 

out."Brian mentioned it to Rufus, and Rufus had the same idea. He was afraid that Winnie and Vanessa 

were unsafe and would be sacred.Especially at night, one of them slept at home and the other one 

stayed at school. There was no guarantee in terms of safety.Although Brian said that there were 

bodyguards to protect Winnie, but the bodyguards couldn't protect Winnie at home. Rufus felt that it 

was safer for Winnie to live with him in the suburbs.Only when these they were safe could he be at 

ease, and Isobel, who was far away in Africa for medical support, could be at ease."Rufus, it's too 

troublesome to come here. During this time, I don't have to work. I can take care of Vanessa. I will ask 

you for help you when I'm busy."Winnie tactfully refused. She didn't want to come back here. The 

awkward status would make her unable to sleep."Winnie, you don't want to see Brian, do you? I will tell 

Brian to let him live in the Johnson's villa. Then you don't have to meet each other."Rufus thought of 

Winnie's reason for refusal, so he proposed that he could let Brian move out. But Winnie couldn't accept 

it even more.The relationship between Brian and Rufus had eased a bit now, but the knot in Brian's 

heart hadn't been solved yet. If Brian moved out, they would gradually become estranged, and such a 

long time of effort would be wasted."Rufus, that's not the reason. My children have caused enough 



trouble for you here. Vanessa and I can't come over to bother you. We can take care of ourselves and 

we won't give Richard a chance." "Rufus, don't worry about us. The community is well managed now, 

and the security is on call. Vanessa is either at school or at home. I'll try to let her not go out during this 

time. So, our safety can be guaranteed."Winnie still refused. To tell the truth, she would rather be 

caught by Richard than live under the same roof with Brian.Brian's life was calm now, and his wedding 

to Gloria would not be delayed for long. Although Winnie hadn't calmed down yet, her life had become 

much quieter.After finally returning to their respective peaceful lives, she didn't want to disturb Brain, 

and even less liked that her heart continued to struggle and waver."Hey... Since you don't want to come 

over, I won't force you. Remember to tell me when you are in danger."Rufus was upset, but Winnie's 

rejection was expected. She just really refused his help, which made him still inevitably worried."Well, 

don't worry. I will definitely ask you for help when something happens." Winnie was moved. Rufus's care 

gave her a homely feeling. It's just that there was a person in this family that she didn't want to see, so 

she could only refuse the his kindness.When Winnie and the others were about to eat, Brian actually 

came back.Winnie was embarrassed, trying to find an excuse to leave. But the children were here. She 

could only smile and forced herself to have dinner with Brian.Winnie hadn't sat at the same table to 

have dinner with Brian for a long time. She felt ill at ease now.After dinner, Winnie wanted to go home, 

but the two children pestered her to stay a little longer. Winnie had no choice but to sit on the sofa in 

the living room and watch TV with her two children. 

Hey, My Twins Babies 

CHAPTER 652 BE CAREFUL ON WAY BACK 

 

Brian walked up to Winnie, then spoke coldly. "Have you gone back to work in your company?" This was 

the first word he had said to Winnie since he came back to now. It was because he couldn't help it that 

he came to talk to her. "No, the company is not busy and I am on vacation from today." Winnie 

answered cautiously. At this moment, she really became a guest here. At this moment, the man beside 

her, the man who once slept on the same bed with her, became the most alienated person. "OK." Brian 

responded, and then he didn't know what to say. They were in an awkward predicament again, and the 

silence made them uncomfortable. After Brian knew that Winnie had come here, he turned down all his 

appointments and ran back. But he didn't know what to say at this time. After a long silence and a long 

embarrassment, Brian spoke again. "Winnie, come out, I have something to tell you." Brian came back 

with a purpose, and whatever he wanted to do must be done. "What?" When Winnie was stunned, 

Brian had already got up and walked out. Fortunately, Brian didn't go to the bedroom upstairs, or to a 

more private space. Winnie took a deep breath and got up and followed him out. "What's the matter?" 

Winnie asked when she came out, in order to avoid the embarrassment of silence. "... I was wrong when 

I lost my temper with you that day because of your request for leave. I apologize to you now." Brian 

always wanted to apologize to Winnie. However, she kept avoiding him, so he never had a chance. 

Winnie was puzzled for Brian's sudden apology. However, she couldn't ask the reasons. She could only 

stall him. "You were not wrong. You are the leader who thinks about the overall situation of the 

company. It is right. I didn't understand the rules and made it difficult for you." "I'm back to work in my 

own company now, and this kind of thing won't happen again in the future." Winnie was implying Brian 

not to ask her to go back to work in the future, otherwise there would be such a conflict again. Because 

she would always ask for leave, and he would always dislike her. "I'll leave the cooperation between 



your company and our company to Calvin. I won't interfere with his arrangement." Brian said. He was 

not to avoid Winnie, on the contrary, only then could he let Winnie continue to work at the Bennet 

Group. He understood Winnie's hint just now. She didn't want to work at the Bennet Group. But he was 

not sure if he could get used to working without Winnie. Once he was not used to it, he could order 

Calvin to call Winnie back. "Oh... It there anything else, Mr. Bennet? If it's okay, I'll go in and call 

Vanessa. We should go home." Winnie couldn't continue this topic, so she could only find an excuse to 

leave. Brain didn't answer after Winnie finished speaking. However, as soon as Winnie turned around, 

her hand was caught. At that moment, Winnie's thoughts were confused, and she remembered a lot of 

past events. But the things in the past had no meaning to them now. "Mr. Bennet..." Winnie didn't look 

back, and wanted to warn Brian to let go of her hand. At this moment, Brian spoke. "I should go to see 

Penny, but I can't go by myself. Do you have time?" Brian found another excuse to delay time. Winnie's 

soft hand attracted him like a magnet. "Tomorrow, I'll be there tomorrow morning. You can go if you 

have time." Winnie said, pulling her hand back hard. At this moment, Brian realized that even if he didn't 

want to let go, he had to let go of her. "Be careful on the way home." Brain charged Winnie and 

reluctantly let go of her hand. Seeing her running away, Brian was like falling into an abyss. He couldn't 

even breath. He couldn't forget her, but he couldn't forgive her either. Brian thought it was the most 

tangled thing, the most tormenting thing. On the way home, Winnie remained silent, and Vanessa 

looked worried and took the initiative to find a topic. "Winnie, in fact, Rufus let us go to the outskirts of 

the city because he was worried. Why did you refuse him?" "I can't stand seeing Brian. How can I live 

there? We have broken up. As long as I live there, people will gossip. Especially Gloria, she will be 

upset." "Oh... don't make trouble for others." Winnie said sadly. She thought it was better to be in a 

dangerous environment than to be hated. But how was his mood when he said "be careful on the way 

home"? Worried? Did he still care about her? "I also think you are quite embarrassed. By the way, has 

the marriage between Brain and Gloria been confirmed?" Vanessa was not curious about these things. 

She just wanted Winnie to talk to her, not to endure pain alone. "It should be almost done. I don't know 

the details. In the company, apart from the necessary contacts for work, we avoid each other during the 

rest of the time. Both of us don't want to see each other." "Hey... get married. They should get married 

quickly. I can calm down when everything is settled down." Winnie sighed again, always feeling that she 

was depressed and could not breathe. "Winnie, you still have feelings for Brain, right?" Vanessa asked 

Winnie a question. "It's not so easy to forget him. I paid so seriously. It's impossible to forget it all at 

once. I will get used to it slowly." Winnie's tone was relatively relaxed. She didn't hide it. Even if she did, 

Vanessa would not believe her. Instead, she would worry about her. "By the way, Vanessa, don't tell 

aunt about Richard's appearance. She will be more worried after knowing it. From now on, we should be 

more careful. During this time, you live at home, and I will take you to school and pick you up every 

day." Winnie changed the subject, the name "Brian" made her too depressed. "I won't go home. I will 

live in school. Fate is doomed. I can't control whether to live or die. If I am destined to be killed by 

Richard, I don't think I can escape. Don't be too worried. Those meant to come should come sooner or 

later, and we can't escape. Don't make yourself nervous because of what hasn't happened yet." Vanessa 

believed in fate and believed that everything was destined. She almost died before and was not afraid of 

death. "Hey, I underestimated you. Not only are you not afraid, but you also think clearly. Not only can 

you enlighten yourself, but you can also comfort me. You have really grown up." Winnie touched 

Vanessa's head with satisfaction, never expecting Vanessa to say these words. But she was telling the 

truth, and no one could resist fate. "If I don't grow up, you will be the one who is worried." "By the way, 

my school's law department has an activity to voluntarily promote legal knowledge in remote villages in 



the mountains. Would you like to be a volunteer and go around?" Suddenly, Vanessa thought of a way 

to relax Winnie, hoping Winnie could feel better and stop thinking about Brain. "Okay, I just have time 

recently." "But when I'm leaving, what about your safety?" Winnie was worried about Vanessa."I just 

said that fate is doomed. What are you worried about? I promise that I will never go out these days. I 

will stay at school."The school was the safest place, no one could go in and out casually. With so many 

classmates and teachers, no one would be able to hurt her."Okay, then you can register for me and I will 

participate. Do you know when it is?"Winnie made up her mind and believed that Vanessa could take 

care of herself."They will set off the day after tomorrow."Winnie thought about the time and made sure 

it was the day after tomorrow."Well, I will go to see Penny and Uncle Romeo tomorrow."Winnie quickly 

adjusted her plan to make time for activity."Sister, are you looking for Uncle Romeo for 

something?"Vanessa asked Winnie incomprehensibly. They hadn't mentioned Uncle Romeo in their lives 

for a long time."Go and see Uncle Romeo, and ask him if he knows who bought our house by the way. 

Even if the owner won't sell it, we have to discuss with him and take the things out first."Winnie wanted 

to ask Romeo about something. There had been no progress on the house. She could only ask someone 

for information."Well, take out the things first. Those things are gifts that our parents left us. We must 

take them back.""By the way, Winnie, you must pay attention to your safety when you go to see Penny. 

She is evil, don't let her hurt you."The person Vanessa was most worried about now was Winnie, her 

sister. Winnie insisted on going to see Penney. As her younger sister, Vanessa couldn't stop her. All she 

could do was tell her to be careful. "Don't worry, I will be fine with Oscar."Winnie had listened to this 

kind of advice many times, and she was still moved by such concerns. But she had never gotten the care 

she most hoped for."Winnie, I think Oscar is pretty good too. Why don't you marry Stefan or 

Oscar?"Vanessa's topic changed so fast that Winnie couldn't accept it."Why are you mentioning Oscar 

and Stefan? Don't worry about my marriage. I will get married when the time has come.""I am in a 

hurry. Brian is about to get married, why are you going to be single. Besides, if someone takes care of 

you and loves you, I will be relieved." Vanessa had her thoughts, she didn't want Winnie to be single 

because of her. And Winnie must be involved in another relationship to forget about Brian."Brian's 

marriage is his business, and it doesn't matter to me. Do I have to get married if he gets married? 

Besides, I don't need anyone to take care of me now, and I don't have feelings for Oscar, so don't worry 

about me.""There are many people who never get married for a lifetime. I am much better than them. 

At least I have two children. For the time being, it seems that being single is not bad."Winnie didn't want 

to get entangled with Brian. The earlier he got married, the earlier she would be relieved. As for 

marriage, it seemed to have missed her.The next morning, Winnie and Oscar made an appointment to 

have breakfast at Penny's house, so they returned from a run and changed into casual clothes and went 

to Penny's house.She didn't contact Brian or tell him when she would come to Penny's house. She could 

only stay at Penny's house for one morning. If Brian didn't come, she wouldn't be able to wait for him. 
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CHAPTER 653 FORMER OWNER 

When Winnie came to Penny's house, the nanny had just prepared breakfast. Winnie came uninvited 

and took the initiative to sit at the table, which made Penny disgusted. "You are disgusting, do you 

know? Why did you come here so early? If you're fine, go back to your own house. There are some 

restaurants on the street, don't eat at my place." Penny spoke directly to drive Winnie out, but Winnie 

was used to her hospitality. "After eating, I will help clean up. I don't eat for free." "Sit down and eat. 

You can't drive me away." Winnie said very calmly, just like in her own home, as if the person in front of 



her was her family, without a sense of distance. "Rogue. Winnie, why are you so hateful?" Penny said 

with a look of disgust, but she also knew that no matter what she said, she couldn't drive Winnie away. 

At the beginning of breakfast, no one spoke. Just before the end of breakfast, the former owner of this 

house came here. Brian stood in the living room and looked at the three people who were eating 

breakfast, not daring to imagine that the scene was so harmonious. How deep the hatred between 

Penny and Winnie was! The harm Penny brought to Winnie was indescribable. How could Winnie let 

bygones be bygones and take care of her? "Why are you here?" Penny asked in surprise, looking at Brian 

with incredible look. She couldn't remember how long she hadn't seen this man, she just remembered 

the love and hatred for him at the time. Why was she so calm now? She had no mood swings, and there 

was no love in her eyes. Has this man completely walked out of her life? No, how could it be possible? 

Even if there was no love, the hatred between them could not be dissolved. "I heard that you are sick, 

come and have a look." Brian said in a cold voice. He did come with the idea of seeing patients, but after 

seeing Penny, he could only remember what she did to Luke and Winnie. Thus, the hatred still prevailed. 

"It's meaningless to see a dying person." Penny threw down the chopsticks disdainfully, then got up and 

went to the living room. "This used to be your home, but now you are a guest. As a host, I can't neglect 

the guest. Please sit down, Mr. Bennet." Penny said weirdly. "Brian, sit down." Oscar and Winnie also 

walked over, but it was Oscar who spoke. Brian sat aside, at a distance from penny. "How are you? You 

look well." Brian had to ask. Since he was here, he had to show his care for Penny. After all, she was the 

one who was dying. "I won't die in one or two days. Are you disappointed?" Penny wanted to vent her 

grievances, but she didn't dare to make any trouble in front of Brian and could only reduce it. If it was 

someone else, she would yell. "Penny, be polite." Oscar reminded. Regardless of the grievances 

between them before, Brian was very kind that he could come over to see Penny and let her have no 

regrets. Penny continued to have a bad attitude, and Oscar was really afraid to annoy Brian. "Well, thank 

you for coming to see me, Mr. Bennet. I'm fine, and I can live for a few months." The content of her 

words had changed, but her tone was still resentful. "Have a good rest." Brian got up as he said, he was 

too impatient to listen to Penny's cynicism. "Mr. Bennet, I have to remind you that you'd better not 

marry Gloria. Being rich, powerful, and status does not mean she is a perfect person. If you regret it, 

don't say I didn't remind you." Penny said these when Brian was about to leave. Brian frowned, 

wondering why Penny said so. Winnie forced her not to be with Wendy, and Penny warned him not to 

be with Gloria. Then who could he be with? Did he have to be with Winnie who betrayed him, or Penny 

who hurt his child? "I don't need anyone to take care of my affairs. Whoever I want to marry is my 

freedom. II will bear the consequences in the future. Penny, you are nosy." Brian satirized Penny, but it 

was a pun in Winnie's ears. He taunted Penny and warned her. She was also a nosy person in Brian's 

heart. "All I told you are good things. Marry Wendy, Wendy is better than Gloria." Penny continued 

speaking despite the warning, but what she said went against Winnie's meaning. "Penny, don't be nosy. 

Other people's marriages have nothing to do with you." Winnie just reminded her, but successfully 

aroused Penny's anger. "It's none of your business whether I say it or not. I can say whatever I want to 

say. Who are you? , You have no right to talk nonsense. Gloria was right. Who do you think you are. Who 

makes you..." "Penny, stop talking." Winnie hurriedly stopped, fearing that Penny would tell others what 

Gloria was doing here. If Brain knew it, he would cast doubt on her motives. But Brian heard it clearly, 

even if Winnie stopped Penny, he didn't miss the name Gloria. "What's wrong with Gloria?" Brian asked 

angrily. "It's nothing. Just remember not to marry her. What I said is for your good." Penny didn't give a 

positive answer, not because of Winnie's reminder, but because she wanted the current effect. If Brian 

wanted to know the details, he could investigate by himself or ask Winnie. In short, she would not tell 



Brian what happened, because she wanted to leave a suspense to Brian. Brian was too familiar with 

Penny's way of stirring up troubles, so he didn't ask any more. However, he directly pulled Winnie out. 

"Let me go..." Winnie struggled, but this seemingly angry scene hurt Penny's heart. "Brian's favorite 

person is Winnie." Penny could not help speaking out. After pulling Winnie outside, Brian let go of 

Winnie, and then asked directly. "What's the matter? Did Gloria embarrass you?" "No, no one is 

embarrassing me." "Mr. Bennet, you should go back to work at the company." Winnie was no a villain. 

She was either magnanimous or knew nothing. "Winnie, why don't you say it?" Brian stood in front of 

Winnie, knowing she was about to turn around and go back. He asked angrily, not understanding 

Winnie's deliberate concealment. "It doesn't matter. It's my own business, I don't have to tell you.""Mr. 

Bennet, whether it is Gloria or Wendy, you have considered it before making a decision."Winnie knew 

she shouldn't give him such a reminder. Brian might think she was noisy again. But after seeing the true 

colors of Gloria that day, Winnie had been thinking about Gloria's intentions.As for whether such a 

woman was suitable for Brian, Brian had to judge by himself."Winnie, are you insane? You won't let me 

marry Wendy, and let me think about Gloria for a while. What do you want? Should I marry someone 

who betrayed me?"Brian was angry that Winnie didn't tell him the truth. She always hid something from 

him. She had been concealing some things. Brian didn't even know what she was thinking. It is precisely 

because of this that Brian doubted Winnie."Well……"Winnie snorted and gave Brian a helpless look."I 

knew you would think of me this way, and I knew you would suspect that I had bad intentions. Even 

though I have been avoiding your doubts, you still think so.""Mr. Bennet, what are you questioning me? 

What are you guessing about me? Your opinion of me has been changing. I can be any kind of person in 

your heart.""As for your questions, even if I answer them, will you believe me? Don't you believe every 

word I say? Since you have all kinds of doubts about me, is it necessary for you to ask me?"Winnie was 

angry, and refuted Brian.She questioned Brian, but her own words and Brian's cold questioning look 

were hurting her heart deeply.Her heart was full of scars, and there was no more room for Brian to hurt. 

What happened had been cut on her previous wounds like the needles and knives ."Take the matter on 

its merits, we only talk about today. I just want to know what Gloria did to you."Brian realized that his 

impetuous words just now hurt Winnie. Brian both felt distressed and regretted while looking at 

Winnie's sad look, and quickly changed his attitude.He only apologized yesterday because of his 

impulsiveness, and he couldn't hurt her again today. He persuaded himself, admonishing himself to 

speak calmly and not to talk nonsense without thinking.Watching Brian calm down, Winnie felt even 

more worried. But she also realized that she was talking a little too much. The previous things had 

passed away with their breakup. She mentioned it again, which would inevitably lead to 

misunderstandings."Mr. Bennet, I am a betrayer of you. How could I still expect to be with you. Besides, 

I don't like you anymore. I have someone I like. Please don't say anything like this in the future. Please 

give me the most basic respect in the future."Winnie's tone eased slightly, but the resentment in her 

words could not be concealed. Winnie first denied her intention. She didn't mean to marry Brian. She 

just gave him a kind reminder."I betrayed you, but I am also a human being and have dignity. You can't 

get angry with me casually, and you can't treat me as a punching bag.""I have no money. I have a lower 

social status than you. I have done shameful things. But you can't yell at me at will.""If you are like other 

wealthy people who look down upon us in such a condescending manner, then please don't have any 

dealings with me, a person with low social status."Now Winnie especially wanted to ask herself a 

question. She tolerated and restrained again and again, but in exchange for Brian's contempt and 

humiliation. Was it worth it?"Sorry, I was too impulsive. I will pay attention. Tell me what Gloria 

said."Brian's attitude eased a little. He just hoped Winnie and he would not argue every time they met. 



He didn't want to quarrel and apologize as soon as they meet..However, why did he repeatedly ask 

Winnie what Gloria? He was afraid that Winnie would be wronged, and he was afraid that Winnie would 

be bullied. 
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CHAPTER 654 LIBERATION VILLAGE, A FAIRYLAND 

 

Winnie took a deep breath, and she didn't accept or refuse Brian's apology. She felt it meaningless to 

say anything. "If you really want to know it, just ask Gloria. You you won't believe me anyway. Why take 

the trouble to do that?" Winnie turned around when she finished speaking, and Brian reminded her 

again. "Winnie, don't take care of Penny. Her attitude towards you..." "Her attitude towards me is not as 

hurtful as yours." Winnie felt that this sentence was particularly true, and there was no words to refute 

it. She was hurt countless times, but Brian had hurt her most deeply. Brian was very upset, he just asked 

a simple question, and finally made both of them upset. His attitude towards Winnie was indeed 

problematic, and his way of speaking assumed an air of superiority. The most important thing was that 

he had always been calm, but always got angry easily when facing Winnie. But all this showed that he 

cared about Winnie too much, showed that he took everything about her very seriously. Winnie's mood 

was affected by Brian, but she still went to see Romeo at noon. She asked Romeo out to have lunch 

together. Winnie had seen Romeo for a long time. She noticed that Romeo looked pale and his mental 

condition was not as good as before. "Uncle Romeo, why have you lost weight during this time?" 

"Nothing. I had a minor operation some time ago. I'm still recovering." Romeo was still amiable and 

always easy-going when speaking. "Operation? What kind of operation? What's the matter? Why didn't 

you tell me?" Winnie became worried, and looked up and down Romeo. Except for his pale face, Romeo 

seemed to have no problem. "There was a tumor in my stomach. You don't have to worry about it. It 

was benign and it has been surgically removed. You are so busy and work so hard. I didn't tell you 

because I didn't want to make you worry." Romeo probably talked about his condition, but he did not 

tell her because he was afraid that Winnie would worry about him. "That's good. You are a blessed 

person, Uncle Romeo." "You must tell me what happen to you in the future. You have treated me as 

your daughter since I was a child. Now you don't want me as your daughter? How can you not tell me 

when you are sick." Winnie felt a little guilty. She was too negligent with Romeo. Romeo helped her a lot 

and always comforted her back then. The only person who hadn't urged her to pay back the money for 

so many years was Romeo. She could never repay his many kindness to her. "Well, I will tell you as long 

as I am in trouble in the future. and I will not hide it from you, my daughter." Romeo smiled, thankfully. 

Winnie was rich now, but she still treated him as before, which gratified him. "Let's order some mild 

food. Also, you can't drink." Winnie warmly reminded, and then called the waiter to start ordering. They 

had been chatting during the meal, and Winnie didn't ask about the house until almost finished eating. 

"Uncle Romeo, I want to ask you something. Do you know who bought my villa back then?" As long as 

Winnie asked about the past, Romeo had to be serious. He didn't want to mention everything in the 

past, no matter it was good or bad. Winnie and her family was doing very well now, and he didn't want 

her to uncover the scars of the past. "Winnie, why do you suddenly ask about this?" "Uncle Romeo, I 

want to buy that villa again. After all, it is the house where Vanessa and I grew up, and it is also a pity for 

my parents." "If the homeowner is willing to sell it, I will buy it back at a higher price. It can also be 

regarded as meeting a last wish of my parents." Winnie's meaning was clear, and her attitude was firm. 



"Winnie, that villa is an old house. Even if your parents are alive, they may have sold it. It is better to buy 

a new one if you pay a high price." Romeo persuaded Winnie. He didn't want Winnie and Vanessa to buy 

the house. Otherwise, they would be sad. Even if they lived there, they would feel depressed. "Uncle 

Romeo, we want to buy that villa because our parents have passed away. Only there are memories of 

our family. And we left in a hurry, and a lot of things were stored in the warehouse next to the villa." 

"Those things are a wealth to us. They are gifts from our parents. No one will give us them again. If I 

don't buy the house, we will lose the memories of our parents." Winnie said she had to buy that house 

anyway. She also knew that she could buy a better and newer house at a high price. But there would be 

no memories of her parents in the new house. "Back then, your parents left in a hurry, and I didn't know 

who bought the house. But don't worry, I can help you inquire about it." Romeo didn't persuade Winnie 

anymore, and suddenly felt that what she said made sense. Others would feel uncomfortable living in 

that house, but it was the only memory and happiness for Winnie and Vanessa. Romeo's words made 

Winnie a little bit lost. She came with hope, but didn't get the result, naturally she would feel upset. But 

it was not surprising. She even didn't know the owner of that house. She didn't blame Uncle Romeo. 

"Uncle Romeo, please help me ask about the courtyard house that grandpa left for my aunt. I can't find 

the owner of that house, either." She still asked Romeo for help. Although she couldn't afford two 

houses yet, she had to inquire about the two houses all the time. "You also want to buy it back? It has 

appreciated a lot over the years, and the price has doubled several times." Romeo asked in surprise. It 

was not that simple to buy two houses. Let alone whether the owners could be found, two houses were 

unaffordable to Winnie. The villa millions of dollars, and The price of quadrangles is estimated to be 

several times that of villas. "I know. We needed money when we sold it, so the price was relatively low. 

Even if the quadrangle has not appreciated, it can't be bought back at the original price." "No matter 

how much it is, I want to buy it back. It belongs to Aunt Isobel, not Vanessa and me." It was simple. 

Winnie just wanted to return it to her aunt , and wanted to keep a memory for her aunt. "Well, I will 

help you." Seeing that Winnie was confident, Romeo knew that he underestimated Winnie. He knew 

that her life was better and she was rich, but he didn't expect that she would have so much money. 

After separating from Romeo, Winnie prepared something she needed to go to the mountains. And she 

also contacted with the police station. What made her happy was that Emily decided to go with her after 

knowing it. So they followed the Vanessa school team into the mountain in the morning of the next day. 

The small village they first came to was called Liberation Village, which was relatively backward in the 

local area. On the way there, Winnie and Emily thought it must be a dilapidated place. But they guessed 

wrong. The village was not dilapidated, but tidy. "Oh my god. Is it really a backward village? This is 

simply a fairyland on earth." Emily couldn't help but admired. "Yeah, it's a fairyland on earth." Winnie 

was also surprised by the environment here. The village was not only surrounded by mountains, but 

there was also a small river passing by the village. The mountains in the distance were hidden in the 

mist, but it was clear in the village, giving people the feeling of fairyland on earth. The walls of the house 

and the courtyard were all made of stones, and even the roads were made of stones. In short, 

everything was made of natural materials. Each house was clean and free of weeds, so that the whole 

street was clean and tidy. "Secretary, why do you need all kinds of publicity? Here is so clean." Winnie 

curiously asked the secretary around her. She felt that cleanness would reflect everything. Only when 

the quality of people was high could the whole village be cleaned and bright. When people's quality was 

high, their quality of life would be improved, and there was no need to educate them. "You don't know. 

Here are all left-behind old people and left-behind children here. Young people have gone out of the 

mountains to work and earn money. Most of young people come back once a year. The responsibility of 



educating children falls on the elderly." "These old people only know to make the house clean and tidy, 

and they can do well what you ask them to do. But they can't do well in educating children." "If children 

are not well educated, the quality of our offspring will not be improved, and the small village will not 

develop at all.""Children's education involves all aspects. I think the most basic thing is to let them know 

the law and let them have a sense of self-protection. As long as the children are safe, young people who 

go out to make money can rest assured."The secretary said a lot. In short, he was for children and old 

people.Winnie understood, knowing that the secretary was a responsible person, otherwise the village 

would not be clean and tidy."You are right, we will do our best to help them."Winnie felt that she was 

full of energy and she felt that she could help these old people and children.Winnie soon liked this 

village that was not backward in thought.In the afternoon, it was almost time to get off work."She has 

gone to Liberation Village?"Brian was talking on the phone in his office. It was obvious that the call was 

from a bodyguard."I know, be conscientious and responsible."Brian hung up the phone and only then 

knew that Winnie was going to volunteer. "Mr. Bennet, who has gone to Liberation Village? Is there 

someone who is one step ahead of us to develop it?"Albert asked.Liberation Village had been the object 

they had been studying for some time recently. Although the board of directors had not approved the 

proposal to develop Liberation Village, they were sure of the final result."Winnie went there."Brian 

answered quietly."Director Chambers? Why did she go there?"Albert asked in surprise."She volunteered 

with a team to popularize the law to the local villagers.""I gave her time for her to rest well. She went 

out to do voluntary work. If I know she is not tired at all, I will let her go to work."Brian grumbled coldly. 

Although volunteering was a good thing, Winnie would get tired."Director Chambers is a kind-hearted 

person."Going to be a volunteer was not in conflict with their development case, and Albert felt that 

there was nothing wrong with it."Let's go there too, just to have a talk with the village head."Brian 

suddenly made a decision, because it was so sudden that Albert didn't even react."Shall we go there 

too? Now? There will be a meeting later, and...""Tomorrow. Postpone your work, you can handle it at 

home if you can't postpone it ."Brian had a tough attitude. He must do what he wanted to do, no one 

could stop him. 
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Brian had to complete the task after being threatened by Albert, or he would be the one who suffered. 

"Okay, I will postpone the meeting. But the journey is a bit long, I'm afraid it will be very late if we come 

back in one day." Albert had to remind that it may also affect the work schedule the day after tomorrow. 

Albert's reminder didn't make any sense to Brian, because he didn't plan to come back at all. "Prepare 

the RV, and bring a truck to prepare some food for the villagers, and some stationery for the children." 

Albert was completely speechless as soon as he heard it. Not only did he have to postpone tomorrow's 

work, he had to arrange the work of the day after tomorrow. And their return date seemed to be 

uncertain. Brian wasn't going there for work. He worried about Winnie, so he wanted to go there to see 

her and help the poor by the way. After another morning of spreading the law, everyone returned to the 

villagers' homes to rest at noon. Winnie and Emily didn't feel tired or sleepy, so they sat in the courtyard 

chatting with the secretary. At this time, the village head rushed in, still looking excited. "Secretary, the 

poverty relief workers are here. I brought the leader to your home." "Good job, good job, you go to 

distribute things for. I will entertain them." After speaking, the secretary had already got up. At the 



same time the poverty alleviation leader also walked in through the gate. Winnie looked at the door, 

and was stunned. "Brian?" It was Emily who spoke in shock. She never thought she could meet Brian 

there. "Have you made up? Why is he here?" Emily whispered in Winnie's ear. "No, I don't know why. 

He's still a leader of poverty alleviation." Winnie also looked dumbfounded, she also didn't understand 

why Brian appeared here. "Secretary, this is Mr. Bennet." Albert introduced Brian's identity. Before 

coming, Albert had contacted the secretary. Although he only talked with him on the phone, Albert 

recognized the secretary at a glance. "Oh... hello, Mr. Bennet. How do you do?" The secretary 

enthusiastically extended his hand to greet Brian. Brian replied just as coldly as always. "Hello." "Come 

here and sit down." With great enthusiasm, the secretary directly pulled Brian with a cold face to 

Winnie, and asked Brian to sit at the round table. "Mr. Bennet, these two are also from City B, they..." 

The secretary started to introduce. At this time, Emily interrupted him to avoid the embarrassing 

situation. "We know each other." "Really? What a coincidence! That's good. People in City B are kind. 

You come here to teach the law for free, and Mr. Bennet always comes here to help the poor. I owe you 

a great debt of gratitude." The secretary was pleasantly surprised. He was also confused. He didn't 

expect that the two groups would even know each other, and they would meet in this poor ravine. 

"Secretary, you are welcome. It's our pleasure." Emily continued to chat with the secretary, but Winnie 

on the side remained silent. She was surprised when she saw Brian and Albert, but she didn't see 

surprise in Brian and Albert's eyes. It proved that they knew she was here in advance. How did he know 

it? Did Doctor Burns tell him it? But why did he come here just to help the poor? But how could he come 

here in person for helping the poor. "Sit down first, I'll get you some tea." The secretary was about to 

stood up, but Winnie volunteered. "Secretary, you just sit down. I will go to get you tea." Winnie turned 

around as she spoke, and glanced at Albert before turning around. Winnie came to the kitchen to find 

hot water, and then Albert followed. "Albert, why are you here?" Winnie turned around and asked 

Albert. "The company is currently studying a project to develop here in the form of a tourist area. Mr. 

Bennet is here to negotiate with the secretary." Albert was telling the truth, although this was a trade 

secret, he would not hide it from Winnie. "Tourist Area?" Winnie frowned at once. "If such a quiet place 

becomes a tourist area, it won't be at peace. Will the secretary agree?" Winnie didn't expect it, but felt 

uncomfortable after hearing it. She didn't want such a quiet and comfortable place to be 

commercialized. "We don't know this yet. This is the first time we came here to talk to the secretary. Mr. 

Bennet is not sure what the result will be." After Albert came here, he also felt that it was a paradise, 

and he also felt that he couldn't bear to destroy it. But they were workers, and they were following the 

boss. They had to complete the task given to him. Although Winnie was a little worried, it was not 

something she should be worried about. No one could change what Brian decided. So, she changed the 

topic. "Did you know that I am here?" "Well... I don't know how to answer you." Albert didn't know how 

to answer. Mr. Bennet's main purpose would be guessed by Director Chambers "Well, I know. You don't 

need to answer." "You go out first, otherwise Mr. Bennet will doubt me." Albert's hesitation had given 

Winnie the answer. She didn't guess wrong. Brian knew she was here before he came. As for how he 

knew it, she hadn't guessed yet. Winnie sighed again, the purpose of her coming here was to avoid 

Brian, just to live at peace. But she had never thought he would come here too. When Winnie came 

back with tea, she heard that they had started talking about business development. Emily went back to 

the room, Winnie also put down the tea and went back to find Emily. "What the hell does Brian mean? 

He must know you are here and come here deliberately. I don't think he can let go of you. He came here 

deliberately to see you." Emily also saw through Brian's thoughts and couldn't help but complain. "It is 

said that he came here to develop the village." Winnie didn't think she was charming enough to attract 



Brian, nor did she think Brian couldn't let her go. After leaving her, Brian had been doing well. He was 

about to marry Gloria, and he gave Wendy a house and money, and got Klara back to work. Everything 

returned to the original place. It seemed that everything before was Winnie's fault. It seemed that she 

had always been the redundant person. "Do you believe it? Does such a small development project 

require Mr. Bennet to do it himself? You should understand the principle of taking not a musket to kill a 

butterfly." Emily thought differently from Winnie. She thought it was even overqualified to send Albert, 

a special assistant, to deal with this small proposal, not to mention Brian. "Maybe this project is very 

important to the Bennet Group. Anyway, he didn't come because of me, and it is impossible for me and 

him to be in love." Winnie didn't believe what Emily said. There was no caring look in Brian's cold eyes. 

"Alright, don't say anything, it's time for our work, let's go." Winnie said and took Emily's hand out.She 

didn't want to hear the name 'Brian', she didn't want to see Brian, she just wanted to live in quietness 

for a few days.Brian saw Winnie and Emily leave. Since she left, his heart had not been in his 

work."Secretary, you also said that this is a major event that you cannot make a decision by yourself, 

and the opinions of all the villagers have to be solicited. Then we will wait for your opinions to discuss 

the follow-up matters.""Can you take me around. I also want to take a closer look at the environment in 

this village."This request was made by Brian, and he said everything that should be said. He also 

expressed his sincerity and explained subsequent income as well as the benefits to the villagers. Now 

the key to the problem was the villagers.So, it didn't make any sense to talk about it anymore. He 

preferred to walk around to see what Winnie was doing."Okay, I will take you around."The secretary just 

got up and took Brian and Albert out.While walking, the secretary explained the local customs of the 

village."It's nothing special here, and it's the poorest village in this city. The only advantage of our village 

is its cleanliness. The streets are clean, both inside and outside the village are clean, and everyone is 

clean.” The secretary explained, and Brian listened carefully.It's really clean here, and it made people 

feel comfortable.Although this village was poor, the quality of the elderly and children were very high, 

and it seemed that they paid great attention to the environment of the village"In fact, I have devoted 

my life's feelings and hard work to this village. I hope here will always be clean and beautiful. My 

personal opinion is against outsiders to develop this village. However, it is so poor that all young people 

have to go out to work.""The young people have all gone out to work, and only the elderly and children 

are left at home. How can it get developed. So I don't have the right to veto your development project. 

If I veto it, everyone will mire in poverty "The secretary said with emotion. It could be seen that he had 

deep feelings for the village, and he would rather be poor than ruin the tranquility of the village."We can 

consider your feelings. We can develop it on the basis of not changing the appearance of the village. This 

is indeed a good opportunity for you to get rich. You occupy the right time and place. As long as 

someone develops the village, this place must be very popular tourist attraction."Brian said he would 

not mention it, but his essence of the businessman was still exposed.The more he understood this place, 

the more familiar it was, the more he wanted to develop it.What he saw, heard, and smelled were all 

truer and more attractive than the materials he read. Everything here was beautiful. Brian even could 

feel the sweet smell in the air.The secretary took Brian to a deep river. The bottom of the river could be 

clearly seen, which surprised Brian even more."It seems that there is no pollution here, and the river is 

so clear and clean."Brian couldn't help but sigh. It was so beautiful here, simple and soft beauty. It was 

not easy to find such a quiet place now.Coming back from the river, just passing the place where Winnie 

and the others worked, Brian stopped a few meters away, looking at Winnie seriously.Winnie worked 

hard, just as hard as a volunteer. Seeing her explaining to the villagers with a smile, a smile touched the 

corners of Brian's mouth.Listening to her excellent expertise, Brian had to admire.She was very 



successful in everything and perfect in everything. She could still explain the law that had not been used 

for many years."Unexpectedly, she is also so professional in law. It seems that she can make a great 

achievement if she doesn't work in the software industry." 
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Albert thought Brian were complimenting and praising Winnie. "Director Chambers is a talented woman. 

I haven't seen her make any mistakes before, nor have she forgotten what she has learned." "Mr. 

Bennet, if Director Chambers also has a good background, the chairman will definitely like her." Albert 

said accidentally, and had no other meaning. However, such a sentence made Brian sad. "It doesn't 

matter who likes her now. She has done things that shouldn't do. I can never forgive her." "Mr. Bennet, 

actually..." Albert almost told Brian the truth. If it weren't for Winnie's pleading, the facts had been 

revealed. "What do you want to say?" Brian asked seriously. "Nothing. Actually, I want to say that it is 

hard for Director Chambers. Even if she has an affair with another man, she is helpless and is forced." 

Albert saw the interrogative look in Brian's eyes, knowing that he had to give him an explanation. But 

what to explain? He couldn't tell Brian the truth. What could he say? "What do you mean by this? How 

do you know she was forced?" Brian's doubts grew more and more. Albert seemed to be hiding 

something, deliberately concealing something. "I……" Albert stuttered in front of Brian. Once he 

stuttered, it proved that he was hiding something. "I heard Director Chambers say that since you were 

together, the chairman has called her many times. The chairman asked her to leave you, and ask her not 

to affect your future. Sometimes, he threatened her, sometimes he warned her. And he also insulted 

her many times. Faced with such pressure, it is not easy for Director Chambers to endure until now." 

Albert could only find one thing that would convince Brian, or else he had to tell the truth. "Why didn't 

you tell me before? Winnie didn't tell me, nor did you. How much wrong did she suffer from Grandpa?" 

Brian was suddenly angry. He knew his grandpa and knew that he would deal with Winnie by all means, 

not to mention insults. "I...I know these things not long after. Director Chambers told me that she 

wouldn't let me tell you for fear of affecting your relationship with the chairman." Albert knew that 

Brian would be angry, but he had no way out. Looking at Winnie's pitiful and innocent look, he couldn't 

bear to let her continue to be hurt. "This silly woman, why didn't she say anything?" Brian was very 

resentful, but also felt distressed. He didn't know how Winnie endured it, how much pressure she 

endured, or how she resolved the pressure alone. She didn't even reveal anything. Brian wondered how 

persevering she was. The most important thing was that Winnie had suffered so much, but she was still 

thinking about him. Brian didn't even know it, and didn't know that this woman was for his own good. 

Seeing Winnie, who had suffered so much, was still optimistic and positive about her work, and still able 

to volunteer with a smile, Brian didn't know what to do. She was just a woman. She was so thin but so 

strong, and she had endured the pain that a man couldn't bear. After being with Winnie for so long, he 

didn't realize that how hard Winnie was, and he didn't know what she had suffered. Now think about it, 

he really pushed Winnie to others, because he did not do what a man should do, and did not do well to 

guard her. In the evening, when the sun set, Winnie and Emily went to the trail behind the village to 

enjoy the beautiful scenery after dinner, listen to the best bird calls, and breathe the cleanest air. "This 

is a paradise. I never thought there would be a place like this. I like it so much. When I don't have to 

work, I will come here to live and live the most ordinary life." Winnie couldn't help sighing as she 



watched the beautiful sunset in the distance. "It's very good here, but I don't know if we, who are used 

to the hustle and bustle of the city, can adapt to it." Emily raised a very realistic question. She didn't 

know if Winnie could adapt to life here, but she should not be able to adapt. "There is nothing you can't 

adapt. When your body and mind are traumatized, you will need such a place to purify your soul to heal 

your pain." "When you pain is eased, and you will be used to everything here." "Look, everything will be 

there if the car can drive in. Why can't we adapt to the life here?" Winnie was emotional, because she 

was the woman who was traumatized both physically and mentally, and the woman who needed to 

purify the soul. It was just that she had too many tasks to complete now, and she as not qualified to 

hide. Even if she was hurt, she had to go forward courageously. But she thought that as long as she 

didn't die on the battlefield, she would come here to enjoy the comfort. "Oh... you are trapped by love 

and forced yourself to adapt. It is inconvenient to take a bath here, and the internet is inconvenient. You 

see, it is so difficult for those children to have a video call with their parents, and the car can barely get 

in, but you can see that the road is very muddy." It was not that Emily couldn't accept such an 

environment, it was that she didn't suffer the deep like Winnie, and wasn't in such a peace mood as 

Winnie. "The road can be repaired, the network can be installed, and taking a bath is not a problem. As 

long as you work hard, there is nothing you can't do." It seemed that everything was not difficult for 

Winnie. She designed two more soft-wares and these would be solved. "I envy your optimism. For you, 

any obstacle..." Emily was envious of Winnie. When she turned her head inadvertently, she found that 

Brian and Albert were behind them. Brian appeared suddenly, which scared Emily. "Mr. Bennet, what 

are you playing, do you want to scare me to death?" Emily patted her chest and complained, and also 

attracted Winnie's attention. Winnie looked back and happened to meet Brian's eyes. There was an 

inexplicable emotion in Brian's eyes, anger, compassion, and distress. Well, how could he feel 

distressed. "Mr. Bennet." Winnie greeted him seriously, then stood up. If Brian appeared in front of her 

suddenly before, she would laugh immediately and feel extremely happy. However, now she had to bury 

all her emotions deeply in her heart, and say hello to him respectfully. "Let's have a talk." Brian spoke, 

his voice not so cold but still serious. "Then I'll go back first. Please send Winnie back safely, Mr. 

Bennet." Brian's meaning was too obvious. He just wanted to talk to Winnie alone. Emily knew it, so she 

took Albert away. "What can we talk about?" Winnie was still standing there, ready to leave at anytime. 

"Sit down, we won't argue today." Winnie might have nothing to say, but Brian wanted to. They had to 

make everything clear. Winnie thought for a while and then sat in the original position, and Brian sat 

down too. They looked at the picturesque scenery in the distance, but they didn't seem to be in a good 

mood. "My grandpa used to find you often, didn't he?" Brian wanted to comfort Winnie for this. 

Although it was too late to mention it at this time, he couldn't pretend to be ignorant."Did Albert tell 

you? What else did he say?"Winnie asked nervously, and suddenly guessed that Albert told Brian about 

it. However, Winnie was more worried that Albert would tell the truth. "He just said that my grandpa 

often bothered you. He also said some bad words, threatening you and warning you, and making things 

difficult for you."Brian couldn't ignore this matter. He only blamed himself for knowing it too late and 

couldn't comfort Winnie in time."Nothing, it's all in the past."Winnie breathed a sigh of relief, and then 

downplayed her painful experience."Winnie, I'm sorry. I just learned about this. If I knew before, I 

wouldn't let you see my grandpa.""He's getting older, so don't take his words seriously. If you feel 

wronged, you can scold me and vent your anger on me."Even if Brian apologized, he felt guilty. Although 

Winnie cheated on him, he did not protect Winnie well. He didn't even know that she had been 

wronged or threatened. Such a boyfriend should be abandoned."It's all over. I am not angry about it 

now."Winnie answered faintly, then leaned on her lap and turned her head to the side that Brian 



couldn't see. She didn't want Brian to know that she wanted to cry because his simple words.She didn't 

feel much wronged before, but when Brian said that, she felt that what she had suffered was indeed 

unfair."Winnie, grandpa...""It's really okay, everything is over.""He did say too much to me before, but 

fortunately, he also recognized the many things I did. The relationship between me and the chairman of 

the board of directors has eased a lot from the irreconcilable conflict at the beginning to the calm 

discussion later.""He also showed me some things. Although he didn't care me, he also taught me a lot. I 

don't blame him."Speaking of this, Winnie wiped her tears with her hand, then raised her head to look 

into the distance."Don't blame him. He has his position and thoughts. The most important thing is that 

after breaking up with you, we became friends. He occasionally went to my house and asked me to cook 

for him, like child."Winnie couldn't help but laugh when thinking Felix begged her to cook. Although the 

process was difficult, the ending was bitter, but everything had a good future.Winnie said so much, 

Brian listened carefully, and he didn't even miss a punctuation mark.Winnie would not hate anyone, and 

would not take hatred in her heart. If others treated her well, she would repay with great enthusiasm. 

She was such a simple woman with no scheming. She was a forgiving woman.However, he lost 

her."Maybe we wouldn't be where we are today without my grandpa."Winnie didn't know whether 

Brian was regretful or make a summary. In short, Brian felt that everything couldn't be saved.However, 

Winnie had heard this statement many times, and like the previous few times, she still couldn't agree 

with it."Without the chairman, there are also Wendy and Penny. What's more, Gloria is also there. Don't 

blame anyone." 
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Winnie did not directly refute Brian, but what she meant was already clear. It was destined that she and 

Brian would not be able to be with each other forever. No matter who appeared, they would be 

separated in the end. It was destined that Brian would have women around him all his life, and Winnie 

didn't want to compare with women all her life. Then Winnie got up. "Go back, the mosquitoes will 

come out when it gets dark." After the reminder, Winnie turned and left. They didn't quarrel this time, 

and this time they could calm down, but it was also this time that drew a clear line of demarcation 

between them, and their new identities were made clear. Nothing could go back. Brian left before 

Winnie got up the next day, and the voluntary law education activities ended at noon. Winnie wanted to 

stay for a few more days, but the police station called her and she had to go back. She felt that the 

biggest gain of this voluntary activity was to draw a line peacefully with Brian. From now on he wouldn't 

bother her, and he wouldn't mention the past. Wendy was the most painful person these days. She had 

been in the villa with her children and Jonny since she was beaten. Because she was hurt all over, she 

couldn't go out at all. Today, she was almost recovered and found an excuse to come out. The first thing 

she did after coming out was to cry a lot, for her inhuman experience and the grievances and fears she 

had endured in the past a few days. She really couldn't hold it, and she couldn't tell others, she could 

only go home to find her mother. Wendy went home and threw herself into her mother's arms and 

continued to cry. Wendy's mother wanted to scold her for not going home for so many days. But her 

daughter's sudden cry of grief made her nervous and forgot the scolding she had prepared. "What's 

wrong with you? Why are you crying?" Zoe asked worriedly, but Wendy was out of breath and couldn't 

speak. "Don't cry, tell me what's going on first. I'm anxious. Do you know?" Zoe continued to urge, 



unable to calm down and speak impatiently. "Mom...I...Jonny..." Wendy seemed to cry more fiercely 

when she mentioned Jonny's name, but Zoe probably knew what was going on when she heard the 

name 'Johnny. It must be that Jonny had troubled Wendy again, either asking for money or threatening. 

"Okay, don't cry. What can Jonny do to us?" Zoe said with determination, making Wendy had some 

confidence and felt more at ease. She stopped crying slowly. "Tell me what is going on. No matter what, 

we can't be bullied by him." Zoe was not afraid of anything. At such an age, she dared to fight for her 

daughter, and she was not afraid of Jonny at all. "Mom……" Wendy sobbed and told Zoe what happened 

these days. Zoe immediately became angry after listening. "Why didn't you tell me earlier, why didn't 

you call me? You were bullied by him like this. Who is he? How dare he bully you here." Zoe couldn't 

control her emotions. She didn't expect Jonny to be in City B right now. She thought he was simply 

asking for money and threatened Wendy. She had never expected that he would come to Wendy. 

Although yelling loudly, Zoe knew it was terrible. "In the beginning, I didn't want anyone to know. I 

thought he would leave after getting some money, so I didn't tell anyone. But I didn't expect him to beat 

me every day and prevent me from going out." Wendy couldn't think that situation would go on like 

this. If she knew it early, she had gone home long ago to talk to her mother to discuss countermeasures. 

Then, she wouldn't suffer so many beatings and so much humiliation. "Jonny is shameless. He is 

inhumane and he is a devil." Zoe was so angry that her hands and feet were shaking. She couldn't wait 

to kill the bastard Jonny immediately with the knife. However, no matter how angry she was, the matter 

still needed to be resolved. And they must keep a low profile, so as not to shame the Yup family. Wendy 

and Zoe calmed down for a while. "Wendy, did you have evidence when he hit you? If there is evidence, 

we can threaten him and let him get out." This was what Zoe came up with temporarily. "There was no 

video in the bedroom but there was recording. I wanted to call for help in a hurry, but I pressed the 

recording button. I was beaten in the living room, and there was surveillance video in the living room. 

And then I took pictures of my injuries." Thinking about it now, Wendy still did something useful, 

otherwise she couldn't even threaten Jonny. "But Mom, does this trick work? He's not a human being, 

he's a lunatic." Wendy was worried that Jonny would get worse id their threat didn't work. "You have to 

try it whether it works. We are in our country. It is illegal for him to beat and abuse you." Zoe looked 

confident, but she wasn't ad confident as she looked. After all, Jonny was holding Wendy's handle. 

Thinking of it, Zoe forced herself to calm down. She sat beside Wendy. "Wendy, if the matter can be 

resolved in a low-key manner this time, you have give up Brian completely and stop your extravagant 

expectations. Look at what you have encountered for so many years, the important thing is that you 

can't get anything." "We have money now, and your father earned a lot. If you worked hard and find a 

good person, you can live a happy and low-key life. Don't continue to pester Brian." "You can never be 

with Brian. If you are predestined to be ac couple, you would have gotten married after being together 

for so many years. So you accept your fate." Zoe tried to persuade Wendy, only hoping that this kind of 

thing would not happen and Wendy would be able to live a peaceful and safe life in the future. "Mom, I 

thought about what you said. But if I really tell Brian about it, our money and house will be returned. He 

will never forgive me for what I did to Winnie and Jonny." Wendy had her concerns. If it weren't for 

these things, she also wanted to live a stable and peaceful life, without having any extravagant hopes for 

Brian. "Now you still think about this. Even if Brian hates you and asks money back, it's better than being 

beaten and insulted by Jonny. Would you rather be threatened by Jonny?" Zoe was furious again, for 

Wendy had no appreciation of this matter's importance "I don't want to. Mom, I never want to see 

Jonny again. Help me figure out a way. If I don't go back in time, he must come here." Wendy cried 

again, and she was shaking all over when she mentioned Jonny. "Don't worry, I won't let him succeed." 



Zoe also realized that the most important thing now was to get rid of Jonny. It was not a good time to 

confess everything to Brian. And she couldn't allow Jonny to say everything first. Otherwise, they would 

be more passive. Zoe was also a vigorous and resolute person, and she could do what she said. She 

would try her beat to help her daughter. After getting ready from home, before Jonny called Wendy, she 

took Wendy to find Jonny. Zoe took two people with them, two policemen in uniforms. Jonny was 

stunned for a moment when he saw the police. He didn't understand why Wendy's mother brought the 

police over. "It's been a long time, I don't know what to call you." Although there were police officers, 

Jonny did not believe that he had violated the law. "You don't need to greet me, I don't treat you as a 

family." Zoe said contemptuously. She hated Jonny and felt disgusted when she saw him, wishing to kill 

him. "It's okay to treat me as a stranger, but you can't deny this kid." "Anna, come here, this is your 

grandma." As Jonny said, he pulled Anna behind him and took her to Zoe."Hello, Grandma!"Anna 

greeted Zoe.It was the first time that Zoe saw this child, and she could tell at a glance that Anna was a 

well-behaved child, and she looked like Wendy very much.Zoe thought she would hate this child 

because her father was a disgusting person. But to her surprise, she didn't even hate her.She couldn't 

express her liking for her, or Jonny would be insatiable."Wendy, take Anna out to play. I have something 

to tell Jonny."Zoe ordered. Whether she liked the child or not, she would not let the child know 

something nasty. Wendy very obediently picked Anna up and walked out of the house. Only when they 

went outside would the child not see the chaotic scene for a while."What do you mean?"Jonny asked in 

confusion. Although he felt that Zoe coming with bad intentions, he still didn't understand why Zoe 

asked the child to leave. Would she still want to kill him?"I will go straight to the point. Wendy told me 

what happened all these days, so..."Zoe interpreted her next words directly with actions. She slapped 

Jonny's face fiercely. She didn't know how much strength she used, only that her hand was 

hurt."You……"Jonny was beaten and hurt. He stretched out his hand to fight back, but was directly 

controlled by the two policemen that Zoe had brought."Look at yourself, you want to beat me? Do you 

think I am as weak as Wendy? Do you think the Yup family is easy to bully?""Jonny, I tell you, don't try to 

threaten Wendy with what you know. Or I will send you to jail."Zoe was awe-inspiring and scolded Jonny 

angrily. Before coming, she was a little timid. After all, the Jonny was inhuman. But seeing his disdainful 

look, thinking about the scene when he abused her daughter, Zoe's timidity turned into anger."Why are 

you sending me to jail?"Jonny resisted, looking unconvinced.He didn't expect that Zoe would slap him, 

and he naturally refused to accept it."Just because you abuse Wendy, I can sue you. Just because of 

rape, I can send you to jail."Zoe scorned Jonny resentfully. How dare he clamor here. Jonny really didn't 

understand the laws of C Country."Are you kidding? Wendy is my wife. How can having sex with her be a 

rape. And what evidence do you have to prove that I abused Wendy?"Jonny would not admit to things 

without evidence, and he would naturally not be afraid of Zoe's threats. 
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CHAPTER 658 SUBDUING JONNY 

Seeing Jonny's arrogant look, Zoe felt she had to explain the evidence to him. "When you beat Wendy, 

Wendy had recordings and pictures of injuries. These can send you to jail. And my daughter is not your 

wife. Don't forget that you are already divorced. If you think these charges are not enough, I can add 

one more thing to you, which is illegal detention. With these three charges, you have to spend the rest 

of your life in prison." Zoe said to Jonny. It was clear and did not violate the law. Jonny's momentum was 

slightly weaker after listening. He did not expect Wendy to record, nor did he expect Wendy to use the 

law to sanction him. Here was C Country, he may really violate the laws. But he had a handle of Wendy, 



and he wouldn't kneel down and beg for mercy. "Don't forget, I can go to Brian. After all, he still doesn't 

know how shameless Wendy is." "Okay, whatever you want. Brian and my daughter have broken up. No 

matter what my daughter did, it is not a big deal. She will only be disgraceful at most." "I'm telling you, 

Jonny, it's better to be discredited than to be controlled by you, a pervert." Zoe's attitude was firm, and 

she showed no fear of the handle Jonny was holding. Jonny looked at this situation and lowered his 

attitude again. But he would still fight for it, otherwise the handle would have no meaning. "Who are 

you kidding? Wendy didn't give up on Brian at all. She still wanted to return to Brian. If Brian knew about 

her and my past, she would have no chance." Jonny thought this would make Zoe back down and reduce 

her morale, but it didn't help. "Come on, Wendy had already given up. So your dirty handle can't 

threaten us. If you have the courage, you can tell Brian now and see if we are afraid." Zoe was actually 

betting, not sure if Jonny would call Brian. She didn't know how Wendy thought, but she was pretty sure 

she would never let Wendy chase Brian again. So, she actually had a little confidence. She didn't want 

Brian to take the money back, and that she didn't want Wendy to lose her last dignity in front of Brian. 

But if Jonny really told Brian, they would have no way out. She couldn't let Wendy be beaten every day 

in exchange for money and dignity. Seeing Zoe's undaunted look, Jonny really thought he would back 

down, but even if he couldn't threaten Wendy with the matter about Brian, he still had other handles of 

Wendy. "You made things simple. Do you think the things that happened before breaking up with Brian 

were over? Wendy's buying of the police to frame Winnie seems to have violated the law. Brian must 

have no idea about this." Jonny said proudly, Zoe must not be mentally prepared for this. Zoe was 

indeed surprised that Jonny would mention this, because exposing this matter meant to draw ruin upon 

himself to Jonny. Unexpectedly, he was so stupid, and he really used this matter as a threat to threaten 

her. Zoe laughed insidiously. How stupid Jonny was. "Okay, go and tell Brian. You can report the matter 

directly to the policeman next to you. But I want to remind you that not only Wendy was involved in this 

matter, it seems that you were also involved. And those police officers are all controlled by you, right? 

Those policemen have to bear the consequences like you." "Once the police bear the consequences, the 

matter is not simply a personal dispute. Don't forget that the government came forward to apologize to 

Winnie at the time. You may debase your country." Zoe looked at Jonny and knew he was socked. She 

knew such a simple truth as a woman. How dare Jonny take it as a treat to her. "Don't talk to me about 

the country. I want to target Wendy now. Our country will handles its own affairs." Jonny spoke 

unconvincingly, and he had considered what Zoe said. But this was the only thing he could threaten 

Wendy, and he would rather die with Wendy together. "Jonny, you said you were targeting Wendy, 

right? According to your statement, we don't need anyone else to take care of the affairs of our country. 

In my own country, how do you think Wendy will be punished?" "Wendy is punished alone. But how 

many people will you implicate? Those people will lose their jobs and be criticized by the leaders, and 

more seriously they have to bear legal responsibility. Do you think those people will let you go?" "The 

most important point is that Wendy only asked you to warn Winnie, but she didn't let you detain Winnie 

to the police station. It's your opinion. It has nothing to do with Wendy" Zoe said frankly, as if this 

matter really had nothing to do with Wendy at all. And she was confident because of one thing. After all, 

Wendy saved Brian. As long as she sincerely begged for mercy by then, it would not be too difficult for 

Wendy. "You...you are far more sinister than Wendy." Jonny finally didn't resist, because he admitted 

that this thing was done so badly. He wanted to perform better, and was not directly instructed by 

Wendy. In this regard, he needed to take 90% of the responsibility. So Jonny had to give up. "Go ahead, 

what do you want to do?" Jonny had no other way, and never thought that he would be threatened by 

Zoe, so he could only propose a solution. Zoe's mouth tilted upwards slightly, and the problem was 



solved by her threat. Zoe's attitude also eased, and she didn't press on any more. "Jonny, in fact, I 

brought the police here today to resolve the matter. Of course, you have the choice. If you are not 

threatening Wendy, we can discuss this matter. But if you insist on opposing Wendy, these two 

policemen will take you away now. By the way, I forgot to introduce you. These two police officers are 

Wendy's uncles and can come over to say hello anytime." Zoe said these words to completely wipe out 

Jonny's arrogance, so that he would not dare to threaten Wendy from now on. "Don't talk nonsense, 

who they are has nothing to do with me. Just talk about how to solve the current situation." Jonny did 

resist these two police officers. After all, he came to C Country because a friend helped cover up his dark 

history, otherwise he couldn't come to C Country at all. If the two policemen took him back for 

investigation, they would be able to easily find out his illicit material and then send him back to his 

country. His business hasn't started yet, and he can't be sent back. "Okay, let's talk about the solution. It 

depends on the relationship between you and Wendy who used to be a couple. As long as you don't 

pester Wendy, I won't talk about your affairs. We won't be offending the river in the future. You can't 

pester Wendy, otherwise you know the consequences." Zoe said her request, but this was not the only 

one. "Also, you should know how much money you extorted from Wendy. If you are caught by police on 

this charge, you will be in prison forever. Do you know why? Because the amount of extortion is huge." 

Zoe believed that Jonny could understand what she meant, and now it only depended on Jonny's own 

performance. Jonny didn't expect that he could be threatened so many things, one by one, he had 

difficulty breathing. He looked at Zoe angrily, but didn't dare to lose temper. "I won't bother Wendy. I've 

spent a lot of that money. I can't return it in full" Jonny must give himself a chance. If the money was 

returned to Wendy, his life will not be easy. "Twice 20 million, at least 10 million must be returned." 

Zoe's voice was harsh again, and she didn't want to give Jonny a chance. But she couldn't force Jonny 

into anxieties. "Ten million? Not ten million. I lost all the gambling. How can I get ten million? I can only 

pay you five million now. If you don't think it is not enough, I can't help it." How could Jonny be willing 

to vomit ten million. He would be working in vain for so long if he gave Zoe ten million. "Okay, five 

million. But you have to get out of this house right away and go back to your country." Zoe didn't hold 

back, and promised five million, but Jonny had to leave. "Okay, I promise you." Jonny had no choice but 

to agree even if he was not convinced.When they reached an agreement, Wendy walked in from 

outside. She did not take the child with her."Mom, I want to keep Anna. I don't want my child to stay 

with him."Wendy asked this question too suddenly, not only Zoe was surprised, but even Jonny felt 

incredible.Jonny knew how unfeeling Wendy was for her child. It was really hard to believe that she 

wanted Anna now."Wendy, are you crazy?"Zoe hinted eagerly, but she couldn't say it too clearly. If 

Wendy kept the baby, she could never clear the line with Jonny in this life."I'm not crazy, this is my child, 

I can't let her learn from his father. Mom, I really want to keep the child."Wendy's will was very urgent. 

Her only purpose was to keep Anna with her. Even if the five million was given to Jonny, she wanted to 

get the child back.After she took the child out, she let the child play in the yard by herself. She stood at 

the door listening to the dynamics inside. After hearing that her mother had successfully threatened 

Jonny, she suddenly had the idea of keeping Anna.Since she could threaten Jonny, and Jonny wouldn't 

dare to entangle her in the future, Wendy felt at ease.As for the child, when she left, she had no choice. 

She feared that Jonny would use the child to pester her. And Jonny didn't agree to give her the child at 

the time of the divorce.Like all mothers, she loved her child very much. If it hadn't been for this kid, 

Wendy wouldn't have delayed returning home for such a long time. Just because of reluctance time 

after time, time after time softhearted.Now that she had this opportunity, she must fight for it, and she 

must be with the child."Have you thought about it?"Zoe asked Wendy, she could understand Wendy's 



maternal love. After all, she was also a mother and knew that mother could do anything for her 

child."Yes."After Wendy answered surely, Zoe looked helpless.She turned her head to look at Jonny, her 

gazes still sharp."You heard, there is no benefit for a child to follow you, a gambler. Give the child to us, 

and we will educate her well.""The only thing I have now is the child, you give me the child...""Stop 

talking nonsense, I don't want the five million, and return the child to me." 
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Jonny was retorting, Wendy was a little worried and eagerly offered an exchange. Five million was no 

problem for her, and it was worth it to change a child. Jonny didn't retort her, and he thought for a 

moment. "Okay, Anna will live with you." "You can't see her in you life." This was Wendy's request, only 

then could Jonny not bother them. "Wendy, you are ruthless. She is my daughter. You don't let me see 

her." Jonny stared at Wendy angrily. Although he was still uncomfortable that he gave Anna to Wendy 

for five million dollars. After all, it was his child. Now Wendy asked him to never see her again, which 

meant he would completely lose her daughter. Even if he was cold-blooded, it was difficult for him to 

accept it. "With you, the child will only fall into a wrong path. This is the condition of five million in 

exchange. Do you agree?" Wendy pressed Jonny and gave him no other options. "Well, I won't see her 

anymore." Jonny agreed, but only temporarily. After a long time, when Wendy's hatred for faded, she 

would let him look after the child. The most important thing was that it was not convenient for him to 

take the child. "Go upstairs to get your luggage and leave now." Wendy's heart was relieved. No matter 

what she had to face with the child, at least she had gotten rid of Jonny, and she wouldn't have to be 

humiliated and scolded by him in the future. Zoe, Wendy, and the two fake policemen, had been 

downstairs waiting for Jonny to get his luggage down. Jonny walked to the door, and Zoe gave him 

another warning not to be presumptuous. "Jonny, I will keep all evidence. I also have a video of today's 

conversation. As long as you dare to play tricks, as long as you dare to appear in front of our family, 

don't blame me for being polite." "Get out of here now." Zoe must remind that people like Jonny cannot 

be easily believed. After Jonny left, Zoe also took the child and Wendy home. Winnie was still on 

vacation, and there was about a week left. She wanted to travel, but was anxious to make the software 

the police station needed done. In the end, work still prevailed and she chose to stay and work. From 

becoming a police officer to the present, she had not formally worked in the police station. Although she 

had studied law, she still didn't know much about the working systems of the police station. So, she 

would work in the police station for the rest of the week, familiarizing herself with various processes and 

developing software at the same time. Winnie found it easier to work at the police station, much better 

than dealing with Brian every day. Winnie had her own office, absolute privacy, and was in an absolutely 

quiet environment. When working, no one could hinder her, and even the leader must greet her in 

advance. It could be seen that the emphasis on her work. Now the leader was in Winnie's office, and the 

they were talking about the newly developed software "How long do you need, Office Chambers?" The 

leader seemed to be in urgent need of Winnie to make achievements, and had been asking when the 

results would be produced. "Soon, I will try to give you the finished product within this week." Winnie 

replied confidently to the leader. If there was no accident to occupy her time this week, her first battle 

was about to be won.. "Then can you tell me what kind of software it is now?" The leader couldn't wait. 

He put all his hopes on Winnie. "Yes, I can tell you now. It's actually a mobile tracking software." Winnie 



had always been confidential about this software and had not mentioned it to anyone. But the leader 

asked about it, and it was about to succeed, so it didn't matter to talk about it. "Mobile tracking 

software? There are a lot of tracking software now." The leader had some doubts, the success rate of so 

many tracking software was not very high. He didn't know what was novel about Winnie's. "Ordinary 

mobile tracking software can't compare this one. This is fingerprint recognition tracking. No matter 

whether the phone is turned on or not, even if the user turns off the tracking function, as long as the 

phone is powered, as long as the user touches the fingerprint button, I can track its exact location." 

Winnie said confidently, because there was no such tracking software on the market. "Oh, it's 

interesting, let's talk about it in detail." The leader raised an interest, she wanted to see why Winnie was 

so confident. "Well. I made it based on the feature that all our credentials now have fingerprint 

collection. Now almost everyone in the entire country has fingerprints for the record." "After this 

software is implanted in the phone, as long as the criminal touches the fingerprint key, no matter where 

he is, my software can successfully locate him. Of course we can't require everyone to use fingerprints 

key to turn on their phones. Therefore, using this software is not certainly able to catch prisoners." 

Winnie explained the matter in simple language as much as possible, fearing that the leader would not 

be able to understand it. The leader put forward his own thoughts after thinking. "Not everyone uses 

fingerprints to unlock their phones. Yo do not have to worry about this. If this software can be made 

successfully, our chances of catching prisoners will be greatly increased." "But I am a little confused. 

How do you install these software into others' phones? Do you want to tell every phone manufacturer? 

But if there are too many people who know it, it will inevitably leak out. When the prisoner knew, no 

one would unlock their phones with fingerprints." Winnie listened to the leader's question and smiled 

confidently. "Leader, you don't have to worry about this. I put confidentiality work first. I will put this 

software into two social apps. These two social apps now have almost 100% national coverage. As long 

as the prisoners have these two apps in their phones, I can locate them." "Two apps? Do we have to 

cooperate with apps developers? It had the same risks." The leader felt that it was no different. It just 

narrowed the scope of the leak, which did not mean complete confidentiality. "You don't need to find 

the developer, just find the app designer." Winnie smiled more and more weirdly, even making the 

leader puzzled. "Why are you laughing ? Do you have a good way?" "Of course, if there is no good way, 

how dare I develop this software. These are the preliminary work prepared before development." 

Speaking of this, Winnie stood up and respectfully saluted the leader. "Sir, I am the designer of these 

two social apps. So I can sneak this program into the social soft-wares. In other words, you can just find 

a way to make me keep it a secret." If Winnie was not sure, she would not smile so confidently. How 

could she made this software without being very prepared. This was the most basic thing for a software 

designer. "It turns out that you are the designer. I wondered why you are so confident. I also want to ask 

who gave you the confidence. It turns out that you gave it yourself. Okay, I will make you keep it a 

secret." The leader also laughed, because of Winnie's naughty. At the same time, he was surprised at 

Winnie's ability. "Sir, don't worry, as long as you are prepared." Winnie said a strange word, which 

baffled the leader again. "What do you want me to prepare?" "In case I am discovered. It's against the 

law. When the time comes, you have to come forward and solve it for me. I don't want to live in jail as a 

policeman." Winnie said jokingly, and she couldn't help laughing after she finished speaking. She was 

100% sure that even hackers were able to find the program she implanted. It was because she was so 

determined that she dared to joke with her leaders. "Well, no problem. I will protect you on behalf of 

the whole police station." At this point, the leader could do his best. And he now believed that Winnie 

would not be discovered by anyone. "Thank you for protecting me, sir." The leader's words reminded 



Winnie of Brian. Brian also said the same thing. The irony was that the person who didn't believe her 

was Brian, so how could he protect her well?"By the way, I have something to ask you for help." Winnie 

drove Brian away from her thoughts. Her world could not be occupied by Brian, and there were many 

things waiting for her to do."As long as it doesn't violate the principle, I can help you."The leader told 

Winnie bluntly."It may not violate the principle."Winnie was a little uncertain. She didn't know what the 

scope of his principles was. If it really violated the principle of her leader, she would rather not bother 

him."Let's talk about it first."The leader needed to know what she wanted to do before he knew if it was 

wrong."My parents died in a car accident. Because my family was unable to repay at that time, I still 

owed compensation. Now I want to give the compensation to the other party, but I can't find them. I 

want to check the accident file of that year and see if there are their phone numbers."Winnie said what 

she wanted to know. It was a grief to her. Only when this matter was resolved, could this matter be 

brought to an end."It is OK. Don't worry. I will contact the accident group, and then you can get the file 

of with your credentials."The leader readily agreed. It was not illegal, as long as Winnie showed her valid 

ID."Well, I have another meeting. You can wait for my call. I am looking forward to the software. You 

must make it as soon as possible."After the leader confessed, he left Winnie's office.She could complete 

the task as scheduled, and she wouldn't let the leader down. She was now focused on the accident 

group, hoping the leaders would help her arrange it as soon as possible.Wendy took Anna back home 

secretly. Watching the child finally return to her side, she was in a happy but uneasy mood.The child had 

returned to her, but she didn't know how to deal with the next thing."Anna, you will live with Mommy 

and Grandma from now on, okay?"Wendy asked her daughter with distress. She had never been with 

her child for so long. Thinking about it, she was full of guilt. "Okay, what about Dad."Anna felt happy, 

but also worried about Jonny."Your bastard...""Daddy has to make money to support the family. From 

now on, I will stay with you at home, and Daddy will go out to make money. We will be separated for a 

period of time. We have to wait for Daddy to come back at home, okay!"Obviously, Zoe wanted to curse 

Jonny in front of the child, Wendy felt that her mother's tone was wrong, and hurriedly stopped her.For 

so many days, no matter how abused she was, she had not told her child. When had been badly 

battered about the head and face,she told Anna that her wound was caused by accidentally falling.She 

didn't want the child to suffer that kind of fear, nor did she want Anna to see how crazy his father was. 

Once a child saws it, it would have a lifetime impact on the child."Okay, I will wait for Dad to come 

back." 
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The child wad always innocent. Anna believed what her mother said. However, looking at the well-

behaved and sensible child, Zoe was helpless. It was easy to bring Anna back, but the troublesome thing 

was behind. She had to talk to Wendy. "Wendy, let the nanny take care of Anna. Let's have a talk." Zoe 

snapped her orders. Then Wendy asked the nanny to take the child out to play. Zoe and Wendy came to 

sit down by the sofa, Wendy still seemed to be in a state of horror, and didn't relax a little until she 

curled up in the sofa. "I don't know if Jonny will trouble me again." Wendy muttered to herself, still a 

little worried about Jonny. But with her mother, she wouldn't be so scared when she returned to her 

own home. She used to be afraid that her parents would know about it. Now her mother knew it, and 

helped her to deal with it, she felt at ease. "For the time being, he must not dare to come here. We have 



evidence. He can't come over easily. But this child is a problem. If he uses the child as an excuse to come 

over, we can't do anything to stop him." Zoe was also worried, but she was relatively less worried as she 

had Jonny's handle. She was older and had more troubles, her endurance was greater. "We said he can't 

see the child, and I won't let him see Anna." Wendy naively thought that a verbal agreement would last 

a lifetime. Zoe couldn't help shaking her head after hearing such a simple thought. "What are you 

thinking about? What can you do to him if he breaks his promise? He is Anna's father and has the right 

to see the child in law." Zoe was angry that Wendy's idea was simple, but this was not the main problem 

they faced. "Wendy, let's not talk about this. For the time being, he won't come over. We should think 

about what to do with this kid. What if Brian knows about her? Will he get the money back and take 

back your dad's position in a fit of anger. You need to know that the villa we live in was given by Brian, 

and he may take it back." Zoe started to worry about the reality, although she knew a little bit about 

Brian, knowing that he was not a stingy man. But his generosity was all on the premise that Wendy had 

done nothing wrong. If he knew that Wendy had cheated him for so many years, he would definitely get 

angry. "Well……" Wendy sighed first, because she didn't know how to deal with these things. At that 

time, in order to get the child back, she didn't think about anything else. It made her troubled. "Mom, I 

can only give up Brian if I keep this kid." This was Wendy's helpless choice. Even if she was unwilling to 

give up on Brian, she must give up. Even if Brian could accept her again, he wouldn't accept the child. 

Because the child explained all the deception in the past. "You must give up on him, I always ask you to 

give up." Finally, Wendy planned to give up. It seemed that the arrival of this child was not without gain, 

at least it changed Wendy's obsession. As long as Wendy didn't get involved with Brian, Gloria and 

Winnie wouldn't bother her. Everything was negotiable with Brian. "It won't work if I don't want to give 

up." Wendy looked gloomy. She was reluctant to leave Brian, and she was confused about everything in 

the future. What she should do? She also wanted someone to help her. "Don't think about Brian, just 

think about how to deal with the next thing. If you want to raise a child, you have to be prepared for the 

rest of your life. She has to go to school and face the society, you can't always hide her from others." 

"Once the child is exposed, everyone will know her. When people in your company know her, Brian 

knows. I think no matter how Brian will handle this matter, we can't be passive. We'd rather say it first 

than let Brian hear it in other ways ." What Zoe said were all real problems that had to be faced, and the 

key point of her problem was the money and the house. It was impossible for Wendy to win Brian's love. 

If they couldn't keep the money and house, they would be wandering on the streets. "Mom, conceal the 

existence of the child for the time being. Tell the babysitter and dad clearly, ask them not to tell anyone 

outside. Give me some time. I must repair the relationship between me and Brian. At least we have to 

be friends before I can say all this. Then he will hate me less." It was the only way Wendy could think of. 

She also understood that she could win Brian's love now. At least, she had to keep the money that Brian 

gave her, in order to raise the child. "Alright, I'll hide it for now. It will be made public when you make it 

clear to Brian." "But Wendy, you must give up on Brian this time, and you can't continue to badger him 

because of others' instigation." Zoe was scared by Wendy, and Wendy must be vigilant. If Wendy made 

another mistake, they really had no hope. Wendy understood what Zoe meant. She had already said 

that even if she was reluctant to give up to Brian, she would give up. Even if she had paid for such a long 

time, she had no other way. Brian or the child, she could only choose one.. However, if she wanted to 

end all this, she must end it from Klara. If she didn't completely separate the relationship with Klara, 

Wendy couldn't do things well. Klara would be a stumbling block. After returning from Liberation Village, 

Brian had never seen Winnie. It's not that he didn't want to see her, but the fact was that he was not 

allowed to see her. However, he was still suffering from not seeing her. Brian had been in pain since 



breaking up with Winnie, and only he knew how painful he was. He didn't believe that she was disloyal 

in terms of feelings, but he could not ignore the fact. He didn't believe that they were separated, but he 

did break up with Winnie. Their relationship is even more estranged now. He even could not see her on 

the pretext of visiting the children. He wanted to see Winnie, but he asked himself whether it 

meaningful to see her.. Although he asked himself this way, even though he was always reminding 

himself that Winnie was a betrayer, Brian didn't control himself and called Winnie. At this time, Winnie 

was busy revising the preliminary software at the police station, and she glanced casually when the 

phone rang. The caller was Brian, and her enthusiasm for work disappeared immediately. She hesitated 

for a while before she answered the phone. "Mr. Bennet, what's the matter with the work?" Winnie first 

thought Brian called her because of work, or she wouldn't answer the phone.. Hearing Winnie's voice 

tightly, Brian felt comfortable even her tone was indifferent. "It's not about work, it's the child's school. 

My sister told me what you mean, I want to tell you my views. Where are you now. Let's meet and talk." 

Brian was not satisfied with listening to her voice on the phone, so he just asked Winnie out. He felt that 

as long as he saw her, he could continue to endure for a week. "I...I'm at the police station. I'm here to 

help them. Just tell Stella your opinion. I will communicate with her when I have time." Winnie didn't lie 

about where she was. Officer Lee told her that Brian knew she was always helping at the police station, 

so Winnie would be even more suspicious if she lied. "Mr. Bennet, I'm still busy. I have to hang up the 

phone first." Winnie hung up after speaking, without giving Brian a chance to continue. Winnie, who put 

down the phone, didn't immediately devote herself to work. Just because of a phone call from Brian, her 

attention was disturbed. She felt that what she had just said was right. She didn't mean to embarrass 

Brian, but strictly following Brian's orders. He said that Stella would replace him in all contacts, and she 

had no reason to say a word to Brian. Next time, if Brian called her next time, if it was not about the 

work, she wouldn't even say a word. Brian's invitation was rejected by Winnie, breaking his heart. He 

finally found such an excuse to ask her out, but he couldn't get his wish. How to do? What could he do? 

He missed her more now. Should he end her vacation as soon as possible?Winnie ate dinner at the 

police station and drove home until after ten o'clock in the evening. After taking a shower, she changed 

her pajamas and got ready to go to bed.At this time, the doorbell rang.Hearing the sound of the 

doorbell, Winnie was wary. The first person came her mind was Richard. When she walked to the door, 

she saw Brian.Winnie looked at him, and didn't mean to open the door. She didn't even want to talk to 

him on the phone, let alone meeting him. But only in the video could she look at him without 

scruples.He hadn't changed at all, he was still the cool and cold Brian when they first met. She liked men 

who were calm and aloof. Brian was the type she liked, but he was too cold and too indifferent. No 

matter how much she liked her, he couldn't be touched.No matter how many years her love for him 

lasted, she could only bury it in her heart. Winnie had no other requirements, only wishing Brian would 

be happy."Open the door, I know you are at home."Brian seemed to be anxious, and noticed that 

Winnie was standing by the door looking at him. She just didn't want to open the door.Hearing Brian's 

voice, Winnie realized that he was drunk again.Every time he drank, he would come over, making 

Winnie helpless and distressed. However, she still stood there without speaking or opening the 

door."Winnie, open the door please. I have a headache, it hurts terribly."Brian talk softly, not knowing 

whether it was because he was too painful or he didn't want to got shirty with Winnie. But this trick 

worked every time, as long as he said he had a headache, Winnie couldn't refuse him.Winnie shook her 

head helplessly, and then opened the door.As soon as the door opened, a strong scent of alcohol rushed 

towards Winner before she could speak."How much wine did you drink?"Winnie's tone was reproachful. 

He actually knew he would have a headache, but still drank so much wine. Winnie didn't know if he was 



torturing himself or torturing her."I didn't drink much. I have a headache, please help me."Brian was full 

of alcohol fumes but spoke clearly. Without giving Winnie a chance to react, he directly pulled Winnie to 

the living room and lay on the sofa.Winnie didn't ask any more. In order for Brian to reduce the pain as 

soon as possible, she hurriedly reached out to help Brian massage.Winnie just massaged and didn't say a 

word. Just because I don't want to shake myself."You don't stay at home during the holidays. You go out 

to help others. It will be considered as helping me."Brian said bluntly. 

 


